As we move to the internet of things (IoT), many devices (smart phones and sensors) may report data back with the most recent value at specific location and time. Even stationary spots like physical computer servers and data centers may log their performance data (e.g., number of traffic flow, system load, etc.) with time/location information.

Monitoring and understanding these spatiotemporal data[1] is challenging because not only the data grows much larger in size but also more complex in nature. This is further complicated by the fact that the data values are usually very dynamic and they change not only across different areas but over time as well. It is difficult for humans to understand the dynamics and correlation of events among the time and space.

To that end, we developed a visual analytic system that allows users or domain experts to interactively explore spatiotemporal datasets and their anomalous changes. Our system is built on top of one popular geographic information system (GIS), i.e., Google Earth (GE) and utilize a generic data format, i.e., Keyhole Markup Language (KML).

In our system, data is handled with various processing methods such as scanning, aggregation, and normalization. The result will be parsed by KML generator, which writes all parsed data into files with KML format. 2D and 3D rendering solution will be used separately to deal with grids and bars information result together with attached timestamp. The processed KML files will then be read by GIS such as Google Earth for visualization.

In the visualization part, the repetition of analyzing between two main levels is available. Analyst could find and study all interested areas by switching the visualization scale. Investigators could make conclusions by clearly observing from both static big pictures and dynamic moving trends. The amount of details are dynamically adjusted based on the zoom levels and time window selection.

The general procedure and flow chart of detecting and analyzing the spatiotemporal anomalies using the visualization interface. We use a few simple yet effective techniques, i.e., 3D bars for representing the value dynamics. By combining data mining algorithms such as GridScan[2] as an overlay 2D grids on top of map, it is possible that the tool may guide users effectively to find potential anomalies.

The UI of Google Earth with visualization: the left panel includes various filters for the all input files based on different solutions. Grids could be seen in main window; the right windows are 3D bars visualization with interactions such as bubble with detail information by clicking.

The design of user interaction is two fold, granularity levels of data values based on zoom-in/out level, and granularity levels of colors based on start-end time slider selection by users. For trend presentation, we could animate the moving trend and view the data temporal variation. A color encoding method is another solution besides animation to detect moving trend.

Problem

Data Analysis and Visualization

Case 1: Corporate Computer Networks

The VAST 2012 mini-challenge 1 data embodies a large-scale enterprise network with network traffic log and geographic information. The log data come from locations all over a fictitious Bank of Money (BoM) facilities that contains close one million IP addresses. The main goal for our visualization solution is to create large-scale cyber situation awareness.

Case 2: Environmental Quality

Air pollution problem in developing countries such as China becomes increasing challenging. Beijing has can provide AQI data. We collect the AQI data from more than 34 sensor stations in Beijing provided by Beijing Municipal Environmental Protection Bureau from January to March of 2013, and combine with relative sensor stations’ location information.
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